
4 bedroom Villa for sale in Lliber
Reference: 659680

€280,000
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Key Features

4 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
229 m2 build
2618 m2 plot
Swimming Pool: No

Description
Four bedroom, family villa for sale, on a flat plot, in the countryside of Llíber, Jalon valley on the Costa Blanca

North.This 4 bedroom villa is located on a flat plot, a 15 minute walk away from the village of Llíber. The villa has a

very large plot which is maintained, with a variety of mediterranean plants and trees. The villa is in good condition,

ready to move into, but would benefit enormously from some modernising, either straight away or a gradual

update.There are four bedrooms and two bathrooms, one of which is en-suite. There are two living rooms, a dining

room, a covered terrace, a utility room and a spacious kitchen. There is an expansive amount of floor space, with
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endless possibilities. The buyer with vision can easily see how this house could be an exceptional house.The outside

spaces are open, unspoiled and left natural. Again there is scope to develop the land to suit your lifestyle. A fabulous

swimming pool, landscaped gardens and terraces to suit the changing seasons? Or maybe a kitchen garden and a

chicken coop? An animal corral for horses?The village of Llíber is a traditional Spanish pueblo with amenties

including small supermarket, butchers, baker, local swimming pool and health centre plus farmacia. There is a

stunning central plaza with tapas bars and a historic chuch and bell tower. The larger town of Jalón is 2 km away and

the town of Benissa is 15 minutes away.This is a unique opporunity to invest into your own dream home with a

fabulous Spanish lifestyle.
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